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Abstract
Cloud-assisted mobile ad-hoc networks are expected to be so popular in future fifth
generation (5G) mobile network because the significantly faster performance of 5G
communications enables clouds to provide realistic services. On the other hand,
the energy consumption problem will become serious due to the highly increased
cloud computing speed. Mobile communication link loss occurs when a mobile
device leaves the network. Link loss can cause serious energy consumption when
the lost link is directly connected to a cloud data server, which is required to do
excessive searching and link routing transactions. None of the existing normal
methods have solved the problem. We show how this problem can be solved using
our proposed mechanism. The experimental results demonstrate that our proposed
mechanism saves nine times more energy than normal methods.

E

nergy savings are now a mandatory demand of most
aspects of information and communications [1].
Today, scientists are asked to create not only powerful communication systems but systems that consume less energy. This request has a significant impact on the
design of new wireless communication systems [2]. It also
requires improvement in existing ones.
Mobile ad-hoc networks born in the 1970s are a type of
wireless network that allows us to exchange data in a very
convenient way. Although limited in power and capability,
mobile ad-hoc networks have proven themselves as convenient
infrastructure-free communication tools. Supporting mobility,
allowing better connectivity and performance when moving
between different networks, they promise an important contribution to the future evolution of the Internet [3].
Recently, cloud computing has been widely recognized by
both industry and academia. Advances in cloud computing
have made it possible to provide infrastructure, platform, and
software as services for users from any computer/device with
an Internet connection. Leveraging cloud computing in
mobile ad-hoc networks gives birth to rich applications [4]. In
particular, for future fifth generation (5G) mobile ad-hoc networks, the study of cloud-assisted service computing can be a
hotter topic than ever before.
The combination of cloud computing with mobile ad-hoc
networks in 5G obviously creates new powerful networks by
giving additional advantages, significantly reduced computing,
and longer lasting mobility in the network, respectively. These
advantages have facilitated the quick growth of richer applications and services, both of which require the removal of heavy
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computing from the mobile device, and so the removal allows
the mobile device to have longer lasting mobility [4]. However, we have faced a heavy energy consumption problem in
cloud computing if a cloud provides data services. In addition,
the extremely higher aggregate data rates and the much lower
latencies required by 5G will introduce more energy-consuming technologies (e.g. massive MIMO, native support for
M2M communication) [2]. The rapidly-growing number of
richer applications in cloud-assisted mobile ad-hoc networks will
make the energy consumption problem worse. It is an urgent
need of both hardware and software solutions to make sure
that those networks are more energy efficient, or “greener.”
In this article we make an issue of excessive energy consumption in a cloud by the existing normal operational methods when link loss occurs in cloud data servers. Because a
mobile device can often leave a mobile ad-hoc network connected directly to a cloud, the link between the cloud data
server and the mobile device will often be lost. If a link
toward a cloud data server located between the cloud and the
mobile ad-hoc network is lost, another cloud data server connected directly to the mobile ad-hoc network should run
searching and link routing transactions to find the location of
the lost cloud data server. The searching and routing transactions cause excessive energy consumption. Due to the frequency of link loss in mobile ad-hoc networks [4, 5], this
problem is critical. Thus, we propose a mechanism to solve
excessive energy consumption in cloud data centers. Our proposed mechanism does not require re-searching and re-link
routing for the lost cloud data server by way of updating link
loss information in a content map and sending the location of
queried data kept in the content map. Therefore, additional
searching and routing transactions are not required to find the
location of the lost cloud data server. Finally, we show the
results of experimental work to demonstrate significant energy
savings by our proposed mechanism compared to the existing
normal method. We also discuss the analysis of the experimental results and future research topics.
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Increasing attention has been paid to energy efficiency
in information and communications. In essence, the
problem of maximizing the energy efficiency in this
area and its derivations are optimization problems.
Hence, even though existing solutions are efficient
Cloud data server
under some limited conditions, there is always room
(super-peer)
for new contributions. The summary of general energy
Super-peer
directly connected
savings techniques for current and future Internet
to MANET
configurations with different approaches is given
in [3]. The specific solutions for mobile cloud computing are introduced in [4–8].
In 2010 B. Andreas et al. [1] studied the energy efficiency of future information and communication technologies (ICT), and they raised an emergency call for
the development of green ICT-based smart solutions.
According to the authors’ claims, to attain truly green
Peer (mobile device)
computing services in a system, a comprehensive
approach toward energy efficiency must be estabMANET
lished. This involves all system layers and aspects,
Overlay
including both servers and services. Regarding data
centers, networks, protocols, and applications as parts
Figure 1. Illustration of the system architecture.
of a system, the authors affirmed the feasibility of the
development of energy-aware mechanisms to reduce
energy consumed by services in that system. Indeed,
deal with that challenge in the mentioned mechanisms. This
mechanisms of this sort have been created for several systems,
can lead to a significant drop in service performance and, in
as mentioned below.
turn, an increase in energy consumption. Therefore, it motiIn 2013, a framework called HetNet was introduced to supvates us to complete this work.
port mobile cloud computing applications [5]. Offloading
techniques developed within HetNet allow mobile multimedia
applications to rely upon cloud services in order to reduce the
Problem Definition
energy consumption of mobile devices. Indeed, the offloading
System Architecture
techniques enable mobile devices to offload their tasks to
resourceful servers in the cloud. Furthermore, if a mobile
We consider a cloud-assisted mobile ad-hoc network
device has multiple interfaces, the minimum energy consumed
(MANET) in 5G that is designed to support multimedia and
by its offloading services can be obtained using the technique
data services running on mobile devices. The network consists
given in [9]. Also in 2013, an energy saving mechanism was
of a cloud and a mobile ad-hoc network. The cloud is formed
developed for cloud servers. An energy consumption, flow
by interconnected data servers. The mobile ad-hoc network is
scheduler, and resource allocation strategy were applied as a
a dynamic set of mobile devices (computers, smartphones,
middleware scheduling scheme in an integrated manner [8].
sensors, etc.) that communicate with each other over wireless
This scheme is designed to map service requests to the most
links. The advantages of the mobile cloud network (e.g. support
appropriate virtual machine cloud servers, according to a spefor richer applications, saving on mobile device energy concific goal function, for the minimum energy cost and waiting
sumption) for multimedia services have been studied in [4–7].
time. The role of energy saving mechanisms for mobile
In this work, we investigate aspects of energy efficiency when
devices and cloud servers, as pointed out in [7], is indispensusing cloud-assisted mobile ad-hoc networks for data services.
able to MCC systems.
In reality, data searching (or searching, for short) is most
A specific system (e.g. [10, 11]) and applications may
important in cloud-assisted mobile ad-hoc networks for multirequire particular energy saving mechanisms. In [10], the
media and data services. Therefore, we focus on developing the
effectiveness of WiFi Direct technology has been examined
new mechanisms of two transactions aimed at energy savings.
and evaluated for device-to-device communications. Since
We use the concept of an overlay network as a service delivenergy saving mechanisms in current WiFi networks is insuffiery platform in our cloud-assisted mobile ad-hoc network (or
cient, two new protocols have been developed for WiFi
just the network, for short). Naturally, the overlay organizaDirect: the Opportunistic Power Save protocol and the Notice
tion reflects a logical view of the network. Thus, using the
of Absence protocol. Similarly, the effectiveness of a new intelconcept, we can focus on the operation of network transacligent prefetching technique for mobile video streaming applitions regardless of the complexity and chaos of the underlying
cations is also verified in [11]. Although the evaluation of
physical network (refer to [13] for details).
energy efficiency is not provided, the prefetching technique
Our cloud-assisted mobile ad-hoc network, which we refer
may help reduce energy consumption in network transportato as the Peer-to-Peer (P2P) network overlay (or simply an
tion because it takes into account link quality. Other energyoverlay), is a collection of mobile devices called peers and
saving mechanisms for vehicular ad-hoc networks can be
cloud data servers that are adjacent to a MANET (see Fig. 1).
found in [12].
Furthermore, we will refer to cloud data servers as super-peers
The fifth generation mobile ad-hoc network with more
when they are logically connected to peers in a MANET, in
energy-consuming technologies is coming [2]. As we menorder to send queried data or relay them from a cloud data
tioned in the introduction, the problem of link loss in mobile
server inside the cloud. If a cloud data server adjacent to a
ad-hoc environments is critical in energy savings. Although
MANET is not logically connected to MANET, it cannot
the above energy-saving mechanisms regarded link loss more
become a super-peer until it is. The architecture of the netor less as a substantial challenge, there are no solutions to
work and its overlay are shown in Fig. 1.
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Figure 2. A link loss case in cloud-assisted mobile ad-hoc networks.

In the overlay, each peer maintains a tentative database
containing information to be retrieved by routing and searching. Peers communicate with other peers using messages
transmitted over the ad-hoc wireless network. There might be
a direct link or an indirect link between any two peers. If two
peers are able to send and receive messages directly, then
there is a direct link between them. Otherwise, intermediary
peers are required to forward transmitted messages, and
hence there is an indirect link between these two peers. In
this case the intermediary peers act as routers. For example,
in Fig. 1 there are only two peers with each having one direct
link to a super-peer. All other peers have indirect links to the
super-peer. A peer sends queries for data services and receives
the result from other peers using direct or indirect links. The
overlay is self-organizing and allows peers to join or leave the
overlay at any time.

The Problem
A traditional MANET can extend the functionality of services
by exploiting the infrastructure and services of the cloudassisted mobile ad-hoc network adopted in this article. Many

4

potential P2P data services [14] can benefit from the network
as well. The advantage of using the network has been demonstrated with Contrail developed for Windows Azure [15]. We
are now motivated to examine the network uses.
Figure 2 depicts time-varying scenarios corresponding to
typical use cases. Fig. 2a is the scenario in which peer A
accesses and receives new data items from super-peer Sj via
its direct link to Sj. At a later time, A will inform C and B of
the received data, and then peer C can access Sj via its indirect link, which in turn relies on A’s direct link to Sj (Fig. 2b).
It then utilizes searching transactions provided by Sj to find
the needed data. Normally, Sj caches data items retrieved by
peers to make its searching transactions efficient. If data
needed by C is available in Sj’s cache, then Sj can efficiently
retrieve the data and send it to C. Otherwise, Sj searches the
queried data from other cloud data servers.
In the scenario depicted in Fig. 2c, let’s suppose that C
again tries to connect to Sj using the indirect link established
in the past and currently saved in C’s tentative database.
However, this request fails, because A has already left the
overlay. Consequently, C has to reconstruct the link to S j
using the overlay’s routing transactions. However, the absence
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of A has caused the absence of S j. As a
result, the searching transactions provided by Sj are not available in the overlay
anymore. Assume that C has an indirect
link to another super-peer named Si (Fig.
2d). Then, as queried from C, Si initiates
a searching process for the requested
data in the cloud. Suppose now that C’s
requested data is available in Sj’s cache.
However, because Si did not know about
Sj’s data items in advance, it triggers the
searching transaction through all of its
possible interfaces in the cloud. In this
case, the cost (i.e. the energy consumed
by routing and searching transactions) is
obviously expensive, even though C can
receive the queried data.
The above problem occurs due to link
loss in the overlay. Actually, the mobility
of the mobile devices mainly causes link
loss. When a peer leaves the overlay, all
links relying on the peer as a router will
be lost. In addition, sometimes mobile
devices turn on power-saving mode,
which can be equivalent to link loss. Due
to frequent link losses [4], energy consumption will be significant in a cloudassisted MANET.
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Service
update

We propose a mechanism to solve the
Super-peer
Super-peer
above problem causing excessive energy
consumption. The idea is simple, but is
(b)
practically feasible and powerful. We let
super-peers recognize each other, or
Figure 3. The proposed mechanism message flows.
more precisely each other’s data, when
they join the overlay. Then they can
cooperate to effectively allow routing
Proposed Mechanism
and searching transactions when a link loss happens in the
overlay. The link loss is caused from the natural characterisIn order to overcome the excessive energy consumption probtics of mobile devices.
lem mentioned in the previous section, we propose a novel
We recall that search transactions are intrinsic functions of
mechanism running among super-peers. The proposed mechamost P2P overlays, and the overlay routing protocol is often
nism operates at the application layer of the network protocol
designed to make searching efficient. However, the perforstack and consists of the following three procedures:
mance of routing in the overlay is strongly affected by the
• The Service Notice (SN) procedure is executed by a new
relationship between the topology of the overlay and the
super-peer to inform other super-peers via the overlay
underlying physical network [13]. When adding cloud data
about its new role change from a normal cloud data server
services to a MANET, a problem that arises is that routing in
to a super-peer.
the cloud normally does not support changes in the network
• The Service Update (SU) procedure is invoked by a new
topology. Moreover, due to the computing capabilities and
super-peer to update its new database content map. The
power limitations of mobile devices, routing protocol in a
map contains the contents of other cloud data servers and
MANET must be kept simple. Therefore, designing an effecother super-peers as well as its own database content. The
tive routing protocol for cloud-assisted mobile ad-hoc netSU procedure can be used when a new super-peer is made,
works is a very challenging issue.
or the database content of super-peers are simply updated
A possible design strategy is to keep the overlay routing
without a new super-peer presence.
protocols unchanged and to complement them with upper• The Service Dispatch (SD) procedure is used by a superlayer functions via a P2P overlay [13]. Currently, there are
peer to directly request data services from other cloud data
many effective energy-aware routing protocols that have been
servers via the cloud, or to share its database with other
established [3]. There are also many effective searching algosuper-peers.
rithms ([13]). To benefit from these existing protocols and
Suppose each super-peer maintains a content map, which is
algorithms, our proposed mechanism must have the ability to
a compact table of database content provided by all superwork with them. However, cooperation with the existing propeers that have joined in the overlay. Then, any super-peer in
tocols and algorithms poses many challenges, such as ensuring
the overlay can request data services from previous superquality of service and incorporating the trade-offs between
peers, now normal cloud data servers, via its SD procedure,
performance and energy efficiency [1, 4]. In our case, we
which have left the overlay due to link loss. Initially, the conshould deal with the trade-offs between performance and
tent map of a super-peer is set to be empty when it joins the
energy efficiency.
overlay for the first time. Then, the joining super-peer may
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Experimental Results and Open
Issues
Simulation and Results

In this section we create a simulation to validate
the effectiveness of our proposed mechanism. As
discussed in the problem definition section, data
services provided by the cloud-assisted mobile
ad-hoc network can be lost due to link loss. This
is a worst case scenario in the overlay.
We set up a simulation to evaluate the overall
Figure 4. Energy consumption comparison by the different searching and
energy consumed by network routing and searchrouting of existing normal method and proposed mechanism, respectively.
ing transactions. We assume that the overlay supports the queries which can be extended to be
submitted to the cloud. Then, in the experiments
we simply compute energy consumption in the
100
network with or without the use of our proposed
80
mechanism.
60
At first, we need a model to describe our pro40
posed mechanism algorithms. The model focuses
on energy consumed by routing and searching
20
transactions as shown in Fig. 4. We distinguish
0
500 queries (50 nodes)
three states of the network as stable, pre-active,
and active. The stable state means that all peers
100
remain in the normal network condition. Thus,
80
routing can be made without link loss. On the
60
other hand, the network moves to the pre-active
40
state in the case of link loss. In this state, it
changes to the active state if there exists a peer
20
that
has sent a query to ask for a data service
0
500 queries (60 nodes)
provided from a super-peer that has already left
the overlay. In the active state, the routing infor100
mation table is updated based on the link loss
80
case information and then the network is back to
60
its stable state. Whenever the network reaches
40
the active state, it triggers two transactions: routing and searching. We then calculate the energy
20
consumed by the two transactions under our pro0
posed mechanism.
500 queries (100 nodes)
Normal method
Now, considering the network in two situaOur proposed mechanism
tions (i.e. the network with and without the use
of our mechanism), we can observe the differFigure 5. Energy consumption comparison by link routing only.
ences in energy consumption during the two different situations within the cloud.
For this simulation we use the Dijkstra algorithm for routing. We consider a network with one super-peer
send a message by its SN procedure to inform other superand two cloud data servers, namely S1, S2, and S3, respectivepeers about its presence. If there is a super-peer with a nonempty database (content map) available in the overlay, it will
ly. The value assigned to a link between two nodes represents
share the content map using its SD procedure with the newlythe energy consumed by that link by routing. The value
joined super-peer. The super-peer in turn uses the SU proceassigned to each node represents the energy consumed by
dure to update its own content map. The flowchart for these
searching. We assume that searching energy consumption is
transactions is given in Fig. 3a. If the content map of a superuniquely 1 in all of the nodes. We assume that S1 is currently
peer is changed, the updated information will spread among
in the overlay, that is, the super-peer and S3 have already left
other super-peers (using the SN and SU procedures) that are
the overlay, that is, now the cloud data server. Then, if we do
currently available in the overlay (Fig. 3b).
not apply our proposed mechanism, the route will be S1, S2,
As mentioned above, the SD procedure can be used to
and S3. And the energy consumed for routing and searching
share content map information among super-peers. The speby the query from S1 to S3 will be 3 (1 + 2 = 3) and 3 (1 + 1
cific case where a super-peer rejoins the overlay can be treat+ 1 = 3), respectively. But if we apply our proposed mechaed similarly to the process described in Fig. 3a. However, the
nism, then the query will be sent directly to S3 from the superrejoining super-peer needs to send its content map informapeer S 1 , and the results become 2 and 1, accordingly. The
tion together with a notice message.
reason why we get a value of 1 for search energy consumption
Now we are interested in how much energy can be saved by
is that we do not need to search in super-peer S1, because the
the proposed mechanism when link loss occurs. We will justify
super-peer already knows where the queried data is by our
the advantage of the proposed mechanism by simulation in
proposed mechanism. It is obvious that our proposed mechathe next section.
nism saves much more energy than the normal method.
We have implemented three different network models with
Energy consumption
by cloud data server
Searching and routing in
normal methods
Routing with our proposed
mechanism

Energy consumption (%)

Energy consumption (%)

Energy consumption (%)

Route update
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100
80
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50, 60, and 100 cloud data servers, respectively,
60
and the same number of 100 mobile devices for
40
the three models. Suppose that whenever the net20
work is in the active state, the queries sent by a
0
peer (mobile device) always reach one activating
500 queries (50 nodes)
super-peer. In the overlay, the link loss and
100
queries are generated randomly. We also assign
random integer values to represent the energy
80
consumed by cloud data servers and links. Note
60
that we use integers instead of specific energy
40
measurement units such as Joule and Watt
20
because they allow us to better illustrate our idea
0
at an abstract level. We assume that searching
500 queries (60 nodes)
energy consumption is uniquely 1 in all of the
100
cloud data servers. We assume further that routing energy consumption of a link is an integer
80
between 1 and 5. Then we can calculate the total
60
energy consumed for routing and searching by a
40
query as demonstrated above. Figures 5a, 5b, and
20
5c show the energy consumption comparison of
routing transactions when there are 500 queries
0
500 queries (100 nodes)
in the network with 50, 60, and 100 cloud data
Normal method
Our proposed mechanism
servers, respectively.
In the experimental result, 100 percent of
energy consumption means the worst case of
Figure 6. Energy consumption comparison of both searching and link routsearching and routing all of the nodes in the
ing.
entire network. Figure 5 shows that the existing
normal method results in approximately 48 percent energy consumption on average over the
because the transactions consume much more energy when
three network models, while our proposed mechanism demonlinks are lost. The experimental work has proven that our prostrates a significant energy savings of 7.5 percent on average
posed mechanism significantly reduces energy compared to
over the three different network models. We can notice that our
the normal operational method in data centers. Due to its
proposed mechanism provides six times more energy savings.
simplicity, our proposed mechanism is particularly expected to
We ran the simulation for both routing and searching transattract many practical uses in the future.
actions with three different network models. Our proposed
mechanism results in significantly better energy savings also,
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